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A Survival Story

oung, alone and
pregnant, she had
no one to witness her
struggles. In the dead of night, she worked her thin body and bulging belly
onto the dubious shelter of a porch and gave birth.
The homeowner opened the front door in the morning and was startled
by several pathetic lumps of fur huddled on the porch.
The scrawny mother offered no resistance to the curious probing by
this human. She seemed befuddled as she lay there with her four tiny
kittens, still wet, two with the umbilical cord wrapped around them. One
kitten had an obvious leg injury and was taken to CVAR.
I saw that the newborn kitten was dehydrated and cold. One hind leg
was mangled. It needed to be warmed and hydrated. Then, cutting tongue
depressors to size, I made a splint to fit the injured leg.
The homeowner then brought in the rest of the kittens and their mama
cat. The kittens were still crusty from delivery. Mama, soon to be named
Molly, hadn’t even cleaned herself up from delivering the kittens. It seemed
she had no idea what to do.

See Page 2

Letter from
the Director

T

Fall / Winter 2017

his summer, we
Photo by Tiffany Sullivan
watched as hurricanes
and fires destroyed homes and lives and left many
stranded – animals as well as people. We have made
space available here and are expecting to take in
animals who were left homeless by the California
fires. We will keep you informed via our Facebook
page.
Close to home, we’ve had many new rescues:
poisoned puppies, starved sheep, neglected poultry,
critically sick kittens, a parvo puppy and a lot of
wildlife. There is never a dull moment here!

SAVED KITTEN
Photo by Brighid McCarthy

Because of the increasing need, we will soon
start construction on a secondary wildlife building to
house babies and criticals.
Our spay/neuter program continues to go well.
We have performed 279 such procedures in the last
year.
Our adoption numbers are way up, and I think the
word is out that we have awesome adoptable animals
here!
We would like to say a grateful thank you as
former staff members move on to new arenas. At the
same time, we are happy to welcome new staff: our
Open Hours Tour Guide is Emily Reid, and our
Volunteer Coordinator is Suzanne Kernek.
Our volunteer family is always growing, and I
can’t put into words how invaluable they are. Thank
you for all your continued support. You make what
we do possible!
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A Survival Story
Each kitten got a quick exam.
The two black ones were mildly
dehydrated. A tabby kitten was in
rough shape. He was cold and
dehydrated, with two swollen paws

… From Page 1

which were infected and already
getting septic.
Molly and her kittens were gently
placed in a cushy bed of fleece
blankets. After giving each kitten
fluids, I started cleaning them
up.
Center Valley Animal Rescue
Molly watched me intently,
Board of Directors
as if studying my movements
and actions. She joined in,
Director: Sara Penhallegon, LVT
licking the kittens as I cleaned
Treasurer: Connie Graham
them with a warm, wet rag.
Secretary: Claire Africa
While the little black kittens
Board Members: Joanne Mackey; Mary Olson;
nursed, Molly purred, starting
Jan Richards, DVM; Heidi Ruegg
to understand her important
Board Advisors: Dr. Joel Cuthbert, John Mackey,
role. That evening, the little
Dr Robert Nathan, Marty Penhallegon
tabby with the splinted leg had
improved enough to rejoin her
CVAR Staff: Emily Reid (Open Hours),
Suzanne Kernek (Volunteer Coordinator)
family and was welcomed back.
The other little tabby,
Special thanks to our volunteer veterinarians:
despite aggressive treatment,
Maya Bewig, Joel Cuthbert, Chris Frank, Robert
faded fast and perished the
Nathan, Jan Richards and Dana Wisniewski
next day.
Newsletter Committee: Dave Cunningham, Sara
On day three, the little
Penhallegon, Pat Todd
splinted tabby’s hind
lower leg was
Center Valley Animal Rescue
is a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization
getting

gangrene and needed an emergency
amputation. With lots of TLC from
Molly and myself, she made a full
recovery.
The kittens’ eyes started to open
at about 10 days of age, and they
started to waddle around more. A few
days later, I was contacted about
three newborn kittens that had been
found in a garbage crusher at a
Clallam County solid waste facility.
We agreed to take them in.
After warming and hydrating the
newborns, I decided to see what
would happen if I gave the kittens to
Mama Molly. I watched closely; Molly
sniffed them, nuzzled them, licked
them, and soon, they started nursing!
Molly happily adopted the three
orphans.
All of Molly’s kittens flourished,
growing into beautiful, healthy,
playful and loving kittens. They have
all found wonderful homes now.
Molly still awaits someone to
give her a forever home.
— Sara Penhallegon

Mission Statement
Center Valley Animal Rescue is committed
to providing safe harbor and rehabilitation
for unwanted, injured or abandoned
domesticated and wild animals, thereby
decreasing the number of unnecessary
euthanasias performed. We believe all
creatures have inherent value, a right to life,
and are entitled to have their basic needs
met in a kind and caring manner. Center
Valley Animal Rescue is dedicated to finding
loving homes for all adoptable animals in
our care. We offer permanent sanctuary to
the domestic animals that cannot be
adopted and the rehabilitation and release of
wild animals.

MOLLY AND HER NEW BROOD
Photo by Brighid McCarthy
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Huge Bird Rescue Holds Surprise
I was up again around 6 a.m. to check and treat my
new patients.
To my delight, they all made it through the night,
t 11:30 p.m., Connie, one of our board members,
and many looked much improved. About 15 birds needed
pulled up the drive with her truck and trailer. In
to be tube-fed again in the morning, and Olive was
the barn, I had three stalls prepped, medical supplies on
among them. She looked a bit better but was still very
standby and a headlight on my head, ready for intakes.
weak, and she was one of a half dozen that
Connie was bringing 59 chickens and
couldn’t walk.
three ducks, our part of a 400-bird
She would need to be tubed
rescue. These birds were found living
three times a day for the first four
in small, cramped pens filled with
days. Fortunately, she started
feces and mud.
eating and drinking on her
Pasado’s Safe Haven took
own.
the lead, gathering the birds
Once Olive and the
for each participating rescue
other birds were
facility to pick up. We took
stabilized, we could focus
in the most critical birds,
on their BF. The preferred
since we are set up for
treatment would be
rehab and medical care.
surgery, daily bandage
As we unloaded the
changes and injections of
crates, we saw that some
antibiotics. For this many
were suffering from severe
birds, that would not be
head trauma, dehydration,
possible.
starvation and severe
We started them on
bumblefoot (BF). Some others
foot-soaking and added
appeared healthy.
antibiotics to their water. Olive
The critical chickens were
OLIVE, THE SICKLY “CHICKEN”
as well as a handful of the others
housed together in our infirmary
learned to stand in the pan of
stall. Each got an exam and treatment
solution for their foot soaking. Although
for parasites and other problems we found.
this treatment led to the full recovery of many
Many were tube-fed with a solution of electrolytes,
of the birds, Olive and several others still needed more.
vitamins and sugar. We found 31 birds with severe BF, a
They now sported foot bandages. They seemed to
condition causing large, ulcerated sores and abscesses
love the pads on their painful feet, which we did in
on their feet which can be due to deplorable living
Seattle Seahawks colors. Olive was calm and patient
conditions.
while I soaked, scrubbed and added ointment and
The most pathetic and critical young chicken was
bandages to both her feet twice a week.
mostly featherless, with feces and dried mud caked all
About a month after intake, I noticed little Olive
over her. A hard, dried mass of mud kept her eyes open
started growing bright red, orange and black feathers.
wider than normal. She was very skinny and weak and
She was looking nothing like the other youngsters. Olive,
couldn’t take more than one step due to the severe BF.
it turned out, was not a “she,” but a beautiful rooster!
With long thick legs and a scrawny body and neck, she
Olive’s feet are about 70 percent better, and HE can
was adorable. We named her Olive.
run fast in his little boots. By the time you read this, he
Connie and I worked into the early morning hours,
will be a healed, healthy and normal rooster.
assuring each bird had proper treatment.

A

By Sara Penhallegon
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Nadeea Finds ‘Happy Place’

N

ADOPTION TALES

adeea’s passion for animals seems to have been
passionate about her goats. Her mom told her, “You take
sparked at age 5, when her dad read her a story
better care of them than you do of yourself.”
about a horse. She wanted a pony. But the family lived in
Grandpa Glen said that after five days at the
a townhouse, so there was no room for a pony.
fairgrounds, they told Nadeea, who smelled of grime,
Years later, Nadeea still hadn’t gotten her pony, but
goats, barns, dirt and fair food, to immediately go take a
the family did move to a
shower. “She sulked a bit,”
place with plenty of room
he said, “informing us that
and a barn and pasture.
we were forcing her to
Instead of a pony, her
wash off her ‘Happy Place’.”
Grandpa Glen suggested a
!
different idea.
HOSS PROTESTED with a
Nadeea had attended a
loud steer “MOOOOOOOO!’”
4-H introductory meeting
He didn’t like being
while they still lived in the
separated from his llama
townhouse. There, she
friends, Elwha and Elroy.
learned about goat and
They were in the corral so
rabbit programs. Grandpa
they could easily be caught
Glen saw on the CVAR
and loaded for adoption in
website that we had baby
the morning. Hoss threw a
goats available for
fit all night in protest.
adoption.
When the adopters, Liz
CLOVER (LEFT) AND NADEEA
“Mix a couple of adopted
and Pat, arrived in the
goats with an adopted
morning, they gazed out
child, stand back and
over the pasture but didn’t
watch magic happen,” Grandpa Glen said.
see Hoss. A broken post and trampled fence were
It was to be a Christmas surprise for Nadeea, but as the
spotted. Pat immediately headed out and was already
family all pitched in to prepare the barn and yard area for
looking in the thick, brushy wetlands when Sara
the goats, it was difficult to keep the secret. By January,
Penhallegon, armed
the two Nigerian Dwarf goats, Clover and Dandy Lion,
with halter and treats,
were happily ensconced in their new home with their
arrived to help with
devoted caretaker.
the search.
Grandpa Glen gave us an update: “It gives me great joy
They could hear
to tell you that all three are thriving and have become as
slow thuds and
close as the Three Musketeers.”
breaking branches,
Nadeea, who joined the Whidbey Homesteaders 4-H,
alerting them that
began preparing Clover for showing in the pack-goat
Hoss was near. Then
category. One requirement was to do an agility course.
Pat yelled out, “I’ve
HOSS AND PAT
“They’re not so cooperative when they don’t want to do
got him!” Sara easily
something,” Nadeea said. As they set out on the course,
placed the halter on Hoss. “He was a perfect angel
Clover completed the first obstacle, then lay down. She
walking up the driveway with a horse halter on,” Sara
had decided she was done.
recalled. “He was happy because he was getting attention
Since then, Nadeea and her goats have won an
and was next to his two llamas again.”
impressive array of blue and green ribbons at county and
When the llamas were loaded up for
state fairs this year. She is hard working, enthusiastic and
See Page 5
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By “Little Mary” Howden

Early one winter day while I was still back east, a grey tabby cat wandered up to
our porch. We had dogs, so we couldn’t bring a cat into the house. I found a
sanctuary to take him in. I wanted to support the sanctuary but lived too far
away to volunteer and also had a full-time job. The only way I could help was to
donate to the organization.
When we moved out here, I was ready to volunteer at a sanctuary. I contacted
CVAR and soon was cleaning the senior cat room on Tuesdays with one of the
board members. We became fast friends. I loved those senior cats, but after a
few years, I could no longer do the cleaning. I love to see the animals get
adopted. One day, a little blind, almost hairless black toy poodle named Alex
came to CVAR. I took him for walks when I was there on Tuesdays. Then it was a
couple of times a week. Soon it was every day. I finally adopted him.
I never liked rats, mice, guinea pigs or hamsters – I was afraid of them. But after Sparkle, a little three-legged
hamster, came to CVAR, I changed my mind. I held her and let her snuggle with me. And then there was Helen, a sweet
little rat. She was just too cute!
Now I work in the office and love it. I also help with the spay/neuter clinic. I’m the receptionist/cashier and sit with the
animals while they come out of the anesthesia. I always find something I enjoy doing, just as any volunteer can.
The friendships I've gotten from the people at CVAR are amazing. It's very rewarding work. The animals are always so
grateful. Physically, I may feel tired, but inside, I feel a big sense of self-worth, something no high-paying job can give.

Happy Trio Together Again … From Page 4

ADOPTION TALES

transport, Liz looked at a very sad Hoss. She wanted to take him, too, but Pat reminded her they were not set up for a steer.
For the next month, Liz persisted until Pat finally agreed and started work on getting a space ready for a large steer. Liz
researched information on how to keep a pet steer, but there wasn’t much information on the internet.
The big day arrived. Once again, Liz and Pat drove to CVAR, this time to take Hoss to rejoin his two llama friends. “It
was a big journey for all of us,” Liz said. “In our trailer, we had a 1,200-pound steer carrying on and rocking the ferry.”
Elroy was super excited to see his friend Hoss. By the end of the day, Hoss had recovered from his journey and settled
into his new home with his buddies.
“We have a bench out there in the pasture where we like to sit and watch our chickens, goats and the happy little trio,“
Liz said. “Hoss has no spatial awareness – he doesn’t know how big he is. He’s basically like a big dog. He flops his head in
our laps when he wants to be scratched. And he’s a
HOSS (LEFT) WITH ELWHA AND ELROY
talker – he moos when he’s hungry for breakfast, and at
4 he starts bellowing for his evening meal.
“Elwha and Elroy are more selective, thoughtful and
dainty about eating. They’re very peaceful and funny
when they chew.
“And there’s not been one spit out of them. They
seem more cat-like in their interactions with us. It needs
to be on their terms.”
Liz says the odd friendship – two llamas and a steer
– turns heads. “We get looks like we’re crazy,” she said,
“but a good kind of crazy.”
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Here Kitty Kitty, Nice Kitty ... Oh Wait! That’s—
By Sara Penhallegon

She learned
quickly from
n a warm
her new
sunny day, a
roommate
fluffy kitten lay in a
how to hunt,
patch of light,
climb, fear
sunning herself on a
humans and
quiet gravel road,
do all the
her family not far
normal
away.
bobcat
At that moment,
things. When I
a car headed down
SOON TO BE WILD AND FREE
entered the
the same remote
pen to feed
road, winding
them, a low, eerie growl let me know they were
through the woods. The folks inside spotted the
above my head on their favorite perch.
kitten up ahead, and what they did next changed
They are doing great despite their rocky,
that kitten’s life
traumatic start to life, and are ready for release.
drastically.
We are working with Fish and Wildlife to find a
They stopped the
purrrfect release site far away from the humans
car, jumped out and proceeded to chase the fivewho caused so much turmoil in their lives.
week old kitten for over an hour until they finally
If you find a wild animal, stop. Call for help,
captured the then-exhausted, stressed-out animal.
and ask someone who works with these animals
This was not a house cat. It was a bobcat kitten!
what to do. Often, they don’t need to be rescued.
These people thought it would be fun or cool
Wild animals deserve to be wild and free and do
to have a bobcat as a pet. Bad idea. Luckily for the
NOT make good pets!
kitten, tribal police learned of the abduction and
confiscated the bobcat quickly. It is illegal to
Surgery Saves Coyote Pup
possess a wild animal like this without a license.
After being hit by a car, a young female coyote
The frightened kitten was transported to CVAR
suffered a badly injured front leg and was left to
for rehab.
die. Scared and in pain, she dragged herself to the
The kitten was hungry and dehydrated but
side of the road. Unable to feed herself, she was
otherwise healthy. For a bobcat, healthy means
sure to perish. Then a good Samaritan showed up,
every part of them is sharp! Fortunately, she didn’t
wrapped her in a blanket and delivered her to an
require extensive treatment, mostly just some
Ocean Shores veterinary hospital.
food and water.
They gave her some initial treatment and
She grew fast and soon moved outside to one
called the Department of Fish and Wildlife, which
of our bobcat enclosures. Two months later,
transported her to us at CVAR. The scared, skinny
another young bobcat was transferred here from
pup would need fluids and food to fatten her up
Spokane. She needed to learn how to be a bobcat
before a much-needed
and get on a good diet.
amputation. After she improved
See Page 7
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Wildlife
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Breeding Like Rabbits?
Rabbits are cute, soft and gentle and growing in
popularity as pets. I loved our rabbit at home,
especially when he climbed onto my brother's shelf and
tossed all his toy trucks onto the floor. But keep this
rabbit fact in mind: they are designed to make babies
early and often.
Just one female and her female offspring can
produce 1,300 rabbits in one year, and she'll start
somewhere between 3 and 8 months old.
Once that process starts, it gets very hard and
expensive to catch up with spaying the rapidly growing
numbers.
It’s so much easier to have a veterinarian surgically
spay and neuter when there are only one or two
rabbits. Not only does spaying and neutering stop
reproduction, but it also usually stops the objectionable
behavior that often develops as rabbits mature, such as
spraying urine, making honking noises while mounting
your legs, aggressive boxing and biting, and sometimes
vicious fights even between rabbits that were friendly
before sexually maturing. Unspayed female rabbits often

develop medical
problems such as
uterine tumors and
cancer.
Spaying is a good
idea. Rabbits seem to
do well with this
relatively short surgery.
Make sure your
veterinarian is
experienced with rabbit
surgery or ask for a
referral.
Domesticated
rabbits kept as pets are
The Doctor is
dependent on humans
to thrive. If released by
Dr. Robert Nathan, DVM
overwhelmed owners,
they are likely to suffer from poor shelter and predation,
malnutrition (especially in winter), and ferocious fighting
with resident wild rabbits who will not welcome them into
their warrens.
Remember 1,300 rabbits in a year? Please spay and
neuter your rabbits.

In

Coyote Orphans Form a New Pack … From Page 6
and was strong enough, Dr. Joel performed her
would do in the wild. Years ago, while working with
surgery in our CVAR hospital. She made it though and another rehabber, we released a three-legged coyote
recovered wonderfully!
and a bobcat amputee who were both sighted for
The youngster was introduced to
several years after that.
other coyote pups in rehab who readily
In mid-September, an adult coyote
accepted her into the
was also hit by a car
pack. Whenever I
not far from CVAR,
approach the coyote
breaking its jaw. She,
enclosure, all four
too, mended quickly
coyotes begin
and was slowly
ricocheting off the
introduced to the pups.
walls. You would
She became their
never know one of
leader, teaching them
them had just three
to hunt as well as yip
legs.
and howl at any sirens
Some people
that passed.
have asked how a
They all are now
READY FOR RELEASE
three-legged coyote
wild and free.

Wildlife

Wildlife in Rehab

Calendar
Dec. 2: Holiday Open House at CVAR
Dec. 9-10: Chimacum Arts & Crafts
Fair at Chimacum Schools
March 10: CVAR Spring Soiree at Fort
Worden
May 26-27: Shrimp Fest at Brinnon

Critter Count
Animals available for adoption:
Birds - small
Birds - large
Cats
Chickens
Degus
Dogs
Emu
Geckoes
Goats
Guinea Pigs
Horses

11
2
40
60
2
2
1
3
7
5
8

Iguanas
Llamas
Mouse
Pigs
Ponies
Rabbits
Sheep
Skink
Tortoises
Turtles

3
3
1
3
2
32
16
1
3
3

Visit Us This
Fall and Winter!

These are the numbers of wildife
species brought in for rehab:
Bats:
Bobcats:
Chipmunk:
Rabbits:
Coyotes:
Deer:
Dove:
Duck:
Eagles:
Finch:
Gulls:
Mice:

4
2
1
15
7
12
1
1
2
2
1
7

Mt Beaver:
Osprey:
Owls:
Turtle:
Raccoons:
Rat:
Redtail Hawks:
Seal Pup:
Small Birds:
Squirrel:
Snakes:

1
1
6
1
29
1
2
1
7
2
2

Center Valley Animal Rescue is
open to the public for tours
and adoptions every Friday,
Saturday and Sunday from
11 a.m. to 3 p.m., except for
the following holiday closures:
Nov. 24, Dec. 24,
Jan. 31 and April 1.

Ready to Volunteer?

There’s a space and schedule to fit any volunteer’s willingness and
availability. Contact our volunteer coordinator, Suzanne Kernek, by email:
volunteer@centervalleyanimalrescue.org

